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Abstract
Background: Female fertility is an important trait in cattle breeding programs. In the Nordic countries selection is
based on a fertility index (FTI). The fertility index is a weighted combination of four female fertility traits estimated
breeding values for number of inseminations per conception (AIS), 56-day non-return rate (NRR), number of days
from first to last insemination (IFL), and number of days between calving and first insemination (ICF). The objective
of this study was to identify associations between sequence variants and fertility traits in Jersey cattle based on
1,225 Jersey sires from Denmark with official breeding values for female fertility traits. The association analyses were
carried out in two steps: first the cattle genome was scanned for quantitative trait loci using a sire model for FTI using
imputed whole genome sequence variants; second the significant quantitative trait locus regions were re-analyzed
using a linear mixed model (animal model) for both FTI and its component traits AIS, NRR, IFL and ICF. The underlying
traits were analyzed separately for heifers (first parity cows) and cows (later parity cows) for AIS, NRR, and IFL.
Results: In the first step 6 QTL were detected for FTI: one QTL on each of BTA7, BTA20, BTA23, BTA25, and two QTL on
BTA9 (QTL9–1 and QTL9–2). In the second step, ICF showed association with the QTL regions on BTA7, QTL9–2 QTL2 on
BTA9, and BTA25, AIS for cows on BTA20 and BTA23, AIS for heifers on QTL9–2 on BTA9, IFL for cows on BTA20, BTA23
and BTA25, IFL for heifers on BTA7 and QTL9-2 on BTA9, NRR for heifers on BTA7 and BTA23, and NRR for cows on
BTA23.
Conclusion: The genome wide association study presented here revealed 6 genomic regions associated with FTI.
Screening these 6 QTL regions for the underlying female fertility traits revealed that different female fertility traits
showed associations with different subsets of the individual FTI QTL peaks. The result of this study contributed to a
better insight into the genetic control of FTI in the Danish Jersey.
Keywords: Female fertility, Jersey cattle, Sequence analysis, Association study

Background
Female fertility in dairy cattle is a trait of economic importance. Impaired fertility leads to extra inseminations,
higher veterinary costs, and higher culling rate causing
higher replacement costs. In fact, reproduction problems
are cited as the most common reason for culling in dairy
industry [1]. In the Nordic countries female fertility is
included in the breeding goal via an index trait. The
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fertility index (FTI) is composed of four different female
fertility traits namely: number of inseminations per conception, interval from calving to first insemination, days
from first to last insemination, and 56-day non-return
rate. FTI reflects how easily a cow or a heifer conceives.
Therefore it is of interest to study the genetics of the fertility index in order to understand the biological mechanisms involved and to improve the general fertility level
in the population by breeding.
The heritabilities of female fertility traits in the Danish
Jersey population typically are in the range of 0.015-0.04
[2]. Not many quantitative trait locus (QTL) studies have
been published based on the Jersey breed. Mai et al. [3]
studied QTL for milk production traits in Danish Jersey
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using Bovine SNP50 Beadchip (Illumina Inc. US). However no genome-wide association study for female fertility traits in Danish Jersey has been published. GWA
studies for female fertility traits have predominantly
been carried out for Holstein cattle. The initial QTL
studies for female fertility were based on microsatellite
markers and linkage analysis (e.g. [4]). Since the introduction of the 50 k SNP array association studies for
female fertility have been published [5]. Recently the
Jersey breed has been used to validate QTL for female
fertility segregating in the Nordic Holstein [6]. However,
SNP array data were not successful in identifying causal
mutations underlying fertility QTLs. The development
of the new generation sequence technology as well as
the development of imputation methods facilitates the
detection of QTL. The availability of sequence information could potentially map the causative mutation or the
SNP in strong linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the
quantitative trait nucleotide (QTN).
The aim of this study was two-fold: 1) to conduct a
genome scan for variants associated with fertility index
in Danish Jersey using whole genome sequence data,
and 2) to conduct an analysis of regions identified in the
genome scan for effects on individual female fertility
traits to identify candidate genes underlying the major
QTLs.

Methods
The association analyses were carried out in two steps.
In the first step, the whole genome was screened for
SNPs significantly associated with FTI. The scan was
based on Illumina 50 k chip data imputed to whole genome variation. A sire model without considering relationship among individuals (except sire and sons) was
used in step I. In the second step, genome-wide significant regions were selected and analyzed for all component traits included in fertility index using an animal
model including relationship among all individuals.
Animals and phenotype data

A total of 1,225 Jersey sires from Denmark with official
breeding values for female fertility traits were used for the
association study. Estimated breeding values (EBVs) were
predicted for each animal using the Nordic Cattle Genetic
Evaluation criteria based on first to third parity data in
cows, using the BLUP and sire models. The EBVs were adjusted for the same systematic environmental effects as in
the official routine evaluations. The EBVs are available
from national evaluations based on data collected since
1985. Separate breeding values were predicted for cows
and heifers where relevant. For more information see
http://www.nordicebv.info. The reliability of the breeding
value is in the range of 35 to 96 % with a mean of 54 %
(Additional file 1: Figure S1).
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In step I, only female fertility index was analyzed. The
FTI is a compound index. The traits in the FTI included:
number of inseminations per conception in cows (AISc)
and heifers (AISh); the length in days of the interval
from calving to first insemination in cows (IFC); days
from first to last insemination in cows (IFLc) and heifers
(IFLh) and 56-day non-return rate in cows (NRRc) and
heifers (NRRh). FTI is meant to reflect the ease with
which a cow or heifer conceive. NRR had no weight in
the FTI. Single trait breeding values (STBV) from the
national evaluation were available for both 1st parity animals (heifers) as well as 2nd and 3rd parity animals
(cows), except of ICF for which only one breeding value
is estimated per animal.
In step II, selected QTL regions for FTI from step I
analyses were screened for effects on sub-traits as well
as analyzed for FTI using an animal model with considering the relationship among all the individuals in the
study.
Whole genome sequencing

The sequences for the reference population used for imputation of Nordic animals consisted of the whole genome sequence carried out at Aarhus University and in the
1,000 Bull genome project. The sequencing of additional
Nordic bulls at Aarhus University, Foulum was done
using Illumina sequencers at Beijing Genomics Institute
(BGI), Shenzhen, China, at Aros A/S, Aarhus, Denmark
and at Aarhus University. Whole genome sequence data
for 242 bulls belonging to dairy breeds were available. Sequencing was shotgun paired-end sequencing. Reads were
aligned to the UMD3.1 assembly of the cattle genome [7]
using bwa [8]. They were converted to raw BAM files
using samtools [9]. Sequences were realigned around insertion/deletions using the Genome Analysis Toolkit [10].
Quality scores were re-calibrated using the Genome Analysis Toolkit following the Human 1,000 Genome guidelines incorporating information from dbSNP version 133
[11]. Variants were called using the Genome Analysis
Toolkit’s UnifiedGenotyper. Genomes for the 1,000 Bull
Genomes project were sequenced in a number of laboratories and collected at the Department of Primary Industries, Victoria, Australia [12]. Sequences were aligned to
the same reference genome as used at Aarhus University.
Variant calling was done using samtools’s mpileup function. Variant Call Files [13] from Aarhus University and
the 1,000 Bull Genomes project were combined using the
Genome Analysis Toolkit’s CombineVariants with precedence given to calls from the Nordic dataset for animals
appearing in both datasets.
Imputation HD and Sequence data

Imputation of 50 k SNP to the full sequence was done
in two steps. First, in another study (N.K. Kadri, pers.
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comm.) the 50 k genotypes for 12,322 Nordic bulls were
imputed to high-density (HD) genotypes using the software IMPUTE2 [14]. The reference population consisted
of HD genotypes (BovineHD BeadChip, Illumina Inc.
US) for 2,036 bulls (902 Holstein, 735 Nordic Red and
399 Danish Jersey) available at Aarhus University. In the
second imputation step, the 12,322 bulls imputed to HD
genotypes were further imputed to the full sequence
level. The whole genome sequences from 242 dairy cattle (135 dairy animal genomes available at Aarhus University plus 107 animal genomes from the 1,000 Bull
Genomes Project) were used as reference to impute the
imputed HD data to the whole genome level using the
software Beagle [15]. For imputation from HD to sequence data, chromosomes were divided into chunks of
about 20,000 consecutive markers with an overlap of
250 markers at each end to minimize imputation error
at ends of the chunks [16].
Only polymorphisms identified both at Aarhus University dataset and the 1,000 Bull Genomes dataset were imputed [16]. For positions containing both a SNP and an
insertion-deletion polymorphism (INDEL), the INDEL
was deleted. SNPs at positions with disagreements between alleles observed in sequence data and HD data
were deleted. The reference data was pre-phased with
Beagle v3.3.2 [15] and all markers with an imputation
certainty (R2) value below 0.90 were removed. This left a
total of 8,938,927 markers for chromosomes 1–29 [16].
Statistical method for Association analysis
Step I: Sire Model (SM) for Genome Scan for FTI

A sire model was used for the initial screening of the
genome for association with FTI. A SNP-by-SNP analysis was carried out in which each SNP was tested in
turn for association with FTI. The following model was
used to estimate SNP effects:
yij ¼ μ þ bxij þ sij þ eij
Where yij was the estimated breeding value (EBV) of
individual j, belonging to the half-sib in sire family i, μ
was the general mean, b was the allelic substitution effect, xij was the number of copies of an allele (with an
arbitrary labeling) of the SNP count in the half-sib ij
(corresponding to 0, 1, or 2 copies), and si was the random effect of the i-th sire family assumed to be normally
distributed si ~ N(0, σ2s ) where σ2s is the sire variance, and
eij was a random residual of individual ij, assumed to follow a normal distribution, eij ~ N(0, σ2e ). All statistical
analyses were conducted using DMU [17]. The null
hypothesis H0: b = 0 was tested with a two-sided t-test.
A SNP was considered significant at the genome wide
level of 8.25 (−log10(0.05/8,938,927)) corresponding to a
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nominal type I error rate of 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for 8,938,927 tests.
Step II: Sire model for the selected regions

Step II analyses were done only for the selected genomic regions based on Step I analyses. A region was defined as
0.5 Mb on both sides of the genome-wide significant SNPs
for FTI identified in the Step I analysis. The selected regions were screened for the individual female fertility traits
underlying FTI i.e. AISh, AISc, ICF, IFLh, IFLc, NRRh, and
NRRc. For this part of the analysis we used an animal
model with considering the relationship among all the sires
in the study.
The association between the SNP and the phenotype
was assessed by a single-locus regression analysis for
each SNP separately, using a linear mixed model [18].
The model was as follows:
yj ¼ μ þ bxj þ uj þ ej
where yj is the phenotype EBV for j-th bull, μ was the
general mean, b was the allelic substitution effect, xj was
the number of copies of an allele (with an arbitrary labeling) of the SNP count in the individual j (corresponding to 0, 1, or 2 copies), uj is the random polygenic
effects with a multivariate normal distribution u ~N(0,
Aσ2u) where A was the additive relationship matrix between sires and σ2u was the polygenic variance, and e was
a vector of random environmental deviates with a multivariate normal distribution, e ~ N(0, Iσ2e ) where I was an
identity matrix and σ2e was the residual error variance.
The model was fitted by REML using the software
DMU. The estimates and standard errors of the fixed effects estimates were obtained from DMU. Testing for
the presence of an effect of a marker was done using a
two-sided t-test against a null hypothesis of H0: b = 0.
The Bonferroni corrected significance threshold was
(−log10(p-value) = 8.25) corresponding to a nominal type
I error rate of 0.05.
Annotation of the top SNP

Based on the physical location of the genome-wide significant SNP marker in selected regions corresponding
gene information was extracted from ENSEMBL Bos
taurus 75 [19]. When a SNP was located in an intron
this SNP was assigned to the corresponding gene. Variants were annotated with terms from the Sequence
Ontology project [20].

Results
Step I

The significant SNP markers for FTI based on the sire
model without taking into account the sire relationship
(Step I analyses) are presented in Figure 1. In total 566
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Fig. 1 Manhattan plot of the association results of Fertility index in Danish Jersey cattle. On the x-axis the chromosomes are represented. On the
y-axis the –log10(P-value) is presented. The horizontal blue line indicates Bonferroni corrected P-value at the 5 % level.

genome-wide significant SNP associations (−log10(Pvalue) > 8.25) were detected and these SNPs were located
on 5 chromosomes representing 6 QTL peaks (Additional
file 2: Table S1). The genome-wide significant SNP were
located on Bos taurus autosome (BTA) 7 (2 SNP), BTA9
(4 SNP for QTL peak1 (QTL9–1) and 5 SNP markers for
QTL peak2 (QTL9–2)), BTA20 (115 SNP), BTA23 (372
SNP), and BTA25 (68 SNP). Table 1 represents the 6
selected regions ordered by significance of the most significant marker within a QTL region. The most significant SNP was identified on BTA20 (−log10(P-value) =

10.48) followed by BTA23, BTA7 and BTA25 with a
-log10(P-value) of 9.72, 8.96, and 8.72, respectively. BTA9
had two peaks, one peak ranging from 38.5 to 39.6 Mbp
with a -log10(P-value) of 8.82 (QTL9–1) and another ranging from 103.2 to 104.2 Mbp with a -log10(P-value) of
8.49 (QTL9–2). The regions presented in Table 1 entered
step II analyses.
Step II

The regions presented in Table 1 were analyzed for association with female fertility component traits. The most

Table 1 Overview of the genome-wide significant QTL for fertility index in Danish Jersey cattle analyzed with a sire
model
Chromosome

Start position
(bp)

End position
(bp)

Position of the
most significantly
associated SNP (bp)

MAF

-log10(P-value)

Allele
substitution
effect

Standard
errors

20

23,958,004

24,957,002

24,457,090

0.20

10.48

−4.22

0.63

23

30,137,773

31,137,022

30,637,085

0.39

9.72

−3.49

0.54

7

79,273,583

80,130,796

79,631,927

0.07

8.96

−6.22

1.01

9

38,571,753

39,570,749

39,070,817

0.34

8.82

−3.36

0.55

25

26,311,042

27,310,599

26,810,616

0.27

8.72

−3.62

0.59

9

103,247,641

104,245,698

103,745,893

0.23

8.49

−3.65

0.61
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significant SNPs for the fertility index and individual female fertility traits in each of these regions are presented
in Table 2. On BTA20, the same SNP (rs381143208)
located at 24,457,090 bp showed highest association with
FTI, AISc, AISh, IFLc, NRRC and NRRh. This SNP was
intergenic and located between COX8A (BTA20: 24,442,
440-24,442,887) and SNX18 (BTA20: 24,570,227-24,596,
518). The most significant SNP (rs210183318) for ICF
was also intergenic and located at 24,814,046 bp between HSPB3 (BTA20: 24,659,525-24,660,204) and ARL15
(BTA20: 24,955,390-25,026,808).
The second most significant QTL region for FTI was
located on BTA23. For 8 fertility traits analyzed, there
were seven different SNPs within the QTL region on
BTA23 showed highest association. Only one common
SNP (Chr23:30634587) showed highest association with
two traits: AISh and IFLh (Table 2). Two of these SNPs
were missense variants, one downstream gene variant,
one upstream gene variant and rest were intergenic variants. The missense variants were found for F1N1L2
(AISc) and ZSCAN12 (NRRc).
In the QTL region on BTA7, a SNP (rs377795316 at
78,685,481 bp) had the strongest significant association
for AISc, IFLc and IFLh. The strongest associated SNPs
were not located within any known genes.
There were two QTL regions on BTA9 for FTI
(Table 1). At 38.5-39.6 Mbp (QTL9–1), the most significantly associated SNPs for ICF and IFLc were intron variants in the genes AIM1 and SOBP, respectively. At
103.2-104.2 Mbp on BTA9 (QTL9–2), the most significant SNP for AISh, IFLh and NRRh was an intronic variant in the gene MLLT4. The most significant SNPs for
AISc and IFLc were also intronic variants in genes
RPS6KA2 and SMOC2, respectively.
In the QTL region on BTA25 the strongest associated
SNPs were annotated as up-stream or down-stream gene
variants. The SNP showing strongest association with FTI
and IFLc was an upstream gene variant of TBC1D10B.
The strongest associated SNPs for AISh, NRRC and NRRh
were downstream variants of C16orf58. The strongest
associated SNP for AISc was a downstream gene variant
of SEPHS2.

Discussion
In this study we have performed an association study for
the fertility index trait and its component traits in Jersey
cattle breed in a two-step approach. First the genome was
screened for fertility index using a sire model to identify
the QTL for fertility index using imputed genome sequence data. In the second step, 6 QTL regions with
genome-wide significant association with FTI (Table 1)
were targeted and analyzed for the female fertility traits
underlying fertility index (Table 2) using an animal model
taking the relationship among all sires into account. The
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advantage of this two-step approach is that the first step is
computationally efficient. The second step using an animal model while computationally expensive can control
rates of false associations due to family structure and
population stratification in cattle [21, 22].
Thus the two-step procedure maintains computational
feasibility. The cost of choosing this procedure is that
certain regions outside the six regions investigated here
might potentially have shown up as significant if the full
model had been applied to the whole genome. However
for the tests for significance of the associations between
traits and polymorphisms we still used a Bonferroni correction for the full number of markers in the genome.
Thus the significance thresholds used were set as though
the full genome had been investigated. Therefore confidence in the results is maintained, but computational
efficiency is achieved at the cost of a certain loss of
power.
Fertility index and its component traits

No pronounced overlap between QTL affecting cow and
heifer traits was observed except on BTA20. This is in
line with results for female fertility in Holstein. There
much fewer QTL were found affecting female fertility in
heifers than in cows [6]. In general the genetic correlation between heifer and cow traits is low [23] indicating
that different genes are involved in the fertility traits for
heifers and lactating cows. Furthermore the QTL regions
from Table 1 did not exhibit overlap with the QTL regions detected for fertility index in the Holstein found
by Höglund et al. [6]. The closest match between QTL
for female fertility was observed in Nordic Holstein on
BTA9 at 101.8 Mb and Danish Jersey between 103.2 and
104.2 Mb.
BTA20

The most significant association for female fertility traits
on BTA20 within the FTI QTL region (23 to 25 Mbp)
were observed for AISc, ICF and IFLc in Danish Jersey. In
Holstein QTL or associations have been detected for (female) fertility on BTA20. Sahana et al. [5] detected a significant SNP (rs41638409) for FTI and IFLc in the Nordic
Holstein population. This SNP is located at 24,744,585 bp
which is within the region defined in our present study for
FTI. Furthermore Höglund et al. [4] using linkage analysis
detected a QTL for heat intensity in a region of 31 cM to
49 cM on BTA20. Oikonomou et al. [24] found a QTL for
conception rate at 33.6 cM. As the confidence intervals in
the linkage analysis studies span large parts of the
chromosome, it would be difficult to determine whether
the QTL detected in Höglund et al. [4] and Oikonomou
et al. [24] coincide with the region detected for FTI in the
present study.
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Table 2 Most significantly associated SNP for female fertility traits in the regions selected based on QTL segregating for
the fertility index
BTA20
Trait name2 SNP

Annotation1
MAF -log10
(P-value)

FTI

Chr20:24457090 0.20

11.42

intergenic_variant

AISc

Chr20:24457090 0.20

10.56

intergenic_variant

AISh

Chr20:24457090 0.20

5.99

intergenic_variant

ICF

Chr20:24814046 0.22

12.21

intergenic_variant

IFLc

Chr20:24457090 0.20

11.88

intergenic_variant

IFLh

Chr20:24811587 0.24

8.89

intergenic_variant

NRRc

Chr20:24457090 0.20

7.69

intergenic_variant

NRRh

Chr20:24457090 0.20

5.68

intergenic_variant

Ensemble name

Gene
name

Gene description

BTA23
FTI

Chr23:30817360 0.42

9.51

intergenic_variant

AISc

Chr23:30586684 0.38

12.43

missense_variant

AISh

Chr23:30634587 0.39

9.63

intergenic_variant

ICF

Chr23:30364272 0.02

5.82

intergenic_variant

IFLc

Chr23:30831993 0.47

10.75

downstream_gene_variant

IFLh

Chr23:30634587 0.39

8.66

intergenic_variant

NRRc

Chr23:30090044 0.37

11.13

NRRh

Chr23:30602861 0.43

ENSBTAG00000005885 F1N1L2

Olfactory receptor

ENSBTAG00000044946

Novel miRNA

missense_variant

ENSBTAG00000008943 ZSCAN12

Bos taurus zinc finger and
SCAN domain containing 12

10.22

upstream_gene_variant

ENSBTAG00000040307 F1N7S5

Olfactory receptor

BTA7
FTI

Chr7:79631927

0.07

8.98

intergenic_variant

AISc

Chr7:78685481

0.06

5.73

intergenic_variant

AISh

Chr7:78685062

0.06

13.16

intergenic_variant

ICF

Chr7:78287019

0.07

12.3

intergenic_variant

IFLc

Chr7:78685481

0.06

6.54

intergenic_variant

IFLh

Chr7:78685481

0.06

14.86

intergenic_variant

NRRc

Chr7:78380148

0.08

4.28

intergenic_variant

NRRh

Chr7:78685062

0.06

10.50

intergenic_variant

FTI

Chr9:39070817

0.34

6.79

intergenic_variant

AISc

Chr9:40178726

0.48

8.22

intergenic_variant

AISh

Chr9:39056106

0.29

10.86

intergenic_variant

BTA9 QTL1

ICF

Chr9:43897568

0.16

9.19

intron_variant

ENSBTAG00000017527 AIM1

absent in melanoma 1

IFLc

Chr9:43027665

0.30

7.12

intron_variant

ENSBTAG00000019175 SOBP

sine oculis binding protein
homolog (Drosophila)

IFLh

Chr9:40147543

0.47

8.30

intergenic_variant

NRRc

Chr9:40176331

0.48

7.59

intergenic_variant

NRRh

Chr9:39056106

0.29

8.37

intergenic_variant

FTI

Chr9:103675274 0.14

9.01

intergenic_variant

AISc

Chr9:102992258 0.37

7.52

intron_variant

ENSBTAG00000021741 RPS6KA2

ribosomal protein S6 kinase,
90 kDa, polypeptide 2

BTA9 QTL2
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Table 2 Most significantly associated SNP for female fertility traits in the regions selected based on QTL segregating for
the fertility index (Continued)
AISh

Chr9:103880081 0.43

9.57

intron_variant

ENSBTAG00000005557 MLLT4

myeloid/lymphoid or mixedlineage leukemia (trithorax
homolog, Drosophila);
translocated to, 4

ENSBTAG00000013176 SMOC2

SPARC related modular
calcium binding 2

ICF

Chr9:103664731 0.14

10.66

intergenic_variant

IFLc

Chr9:104308602 0.44

9.45

intron_variant

IFLh

Chr9:103861364 0.39

12.27

intron_variant&feature_truncation ENSBTAG00000005557 MLLT4

NRRc

Chr9:103788916 0.20

4.46

intergenic_variant

NRRh

Chr9:103861364 0.39

9.21

intron_variant&feature_truncation ENSBTAG00000005557 MLLT4

FTI

Chr25:26810616 0.27

9.37

upstream_gene_variant

ENSBTAG00000031852 TBC1D10B TBC1 domain family,
member 10B

AISc

Chr25:26864302 0.39

7.40

downstream_gene_variant

ENSBTAG00000010851 SEPHS2

selenophosphate
synthetase 2

AISh

Chr25:27783308 0.17

8.86

downstream_gene_variant

ENSBTAG00000047734 C16orf58

chromosome 16 open
reading frame 58

myeloid/lymphoid or mixedlineage leukemia (trithorax
homolog, Drosophila);
translocated to, 4

myeloid/lymphoid or mixedlineage leukemia (trithorax
homolog, Drosophila);
translocated to, 4

BTA25

ICF

Chr25:29847729 0.39

10.27

intergenic_variant

IFLc

Chr25:26810616 0.27

10.77

upstream_gene_variant

ENSBTAG00000031852 TBC1D10B TBC1 domain family,
member 10B

NRRc

Chr25:27784063 0.17

6.45

downstream_gene_variant

ENSBTAG00000047734 C16orf58

chromosome 16 open
reading frame 58

NRRh

Chr25:27784062 0.17

7.56

downstream_gene_variant

ENSBTAG00000047734 C16orf58

chromosome 16 open
reading frame 58

1

In case the SNP marker is annotated as a downstream_gene_variant or an upstream_gene_variant the gene closest located to this SNP is listed.
Fertility index (FTI); number of inseminations per conception in cows (AISc) and heifers (AISh); the length in days of the interval from calving to first insemination in
cows (IFC); days from first to last insemination in cows (IFLc) and heifers (IFLh) and 56-day non-return rate in cows (NRRc) and heifers (NRRh).
2

BTA23

BTA7

The most significant association for the component traits
in the FTI QTL region (30 – 32 Mbp) on BTA23 were for
AISc, IFLc, NRRc and NRRh (Table 2). In Holstein cattle
a number of QTL affecting female fertility traits have been
reported on BTA23 [5, 25]. The most significant SNP
marker (rs109572712) for FTI was located at 28 Mbp in
Danish and Swedish Holstein [5], whereas Pimentel et al.
[25] detected QTL (rs109744988) for IFL and NRR
around 16 Mbp. The location of the most significant
markers detected in Sahana et al. [5] and Pimentel et al.
[25] indicated that these QTL do not overlap with the
QTL region for FTI in Danish Jersey. In the targeted
region on BTA23 four SNPs were located within genes.
Two of the genes were F1N1L2 (AISc) and F1N7S5 (IFLc).
They are believed to be olfactory receptors (http://www.
uniprot.org/uniprot/F1N7S5; http://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/F1N1L2). One SNP was in a zinc finger-related gene
and one was in a miRNA gene. The relation of these genes
to female fertility is at this moment unknown.

The region for FTI on BTA7 is of interest because the
heifer traits (AISh, IFLh, NRRh) showed the most significant associations in this region. In addition a significant association was observed with ICF. Several studies
have previously identified QTL regions or SNPs involved
in female fertility in Holstein cattle on this chromosome.
These include conception rate, heat intensity, AIS, IFL
and NRR [4, 5, 25–27]. However, none of the markers
associated to these female fertility trait were located in
the region associated with FTI in the Danish Jersey in
this study.
BTA9

On BTA9 two peaks of association for FTI were detected
in the Danish Jersey, one between 38.5 and 39.5 Mbp
(QTL9–1) and another between 103.2 and 104.2 Mbp
(QTL9–2). AISh showed the most significant association
for QTL9–1, while ICF showed the most significant association for QTL9–2. In Holstein cattle SNP on BTA9 were
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associated with FTI and fertility treatments [5]. These
SNPs however are not located in the regions associated
with FTI in the Danish Jersey on BTA9 in this study. For
QTL9–2 the most significant SNPs for each individual female fertility traits AISh, IFLh and NRRh were all located
within the same gene, MLLT4. This gene encodes a multidomain protein involved in signaling and organization of
cell junctions during embryogenesis in human [28].
BTA25

The most significantly associated SNPs for the female
fertility traits on BTA25 are downstream or upstream
gene variants. FTI and IFLc associate most strongly with
the same SNP marker. This marker is located up-stream
of TBC1D10B. Small G proteins of the RAB family function in intracellular vesicle trafficking by switching from
the GTP-bound state to the GDP-bound state with the
assistance of guanine nucleotide exchange factors and
GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). TBC1D10B functions as a GAP for several proteins of the Rab family
[29]. However, whether and how this gene influences
female fertility is unknown. Höglund et al. [4] identified
a QTL for NRRc on BTA25, however the region found
in their study did not coincide with the region for FTI
identified in this study.
Studies on a more functional level will be required to
be able to identify causative variants. Some progress may
be made where obvious candidates such as deletions,
SIFT deleterious missense variants or non-sense variants
are observed. More information may be gleaned from
allele specific expression studies as to whether up- or
downstream polymorphisms affect expression levels in
key tissues. However, the exact design of such studies is
very much going to depend on the nature of the genes
affected and the nature of the polymorphisms.
Substantial number of intergenic variants were observed as strongly associated with various female fertility
traits. Several reasons for this may be hypothesized: gene
annotations for dairy cattle may be incomplete – some
transcribed regions such as non-translated RNA may remain undiscovered or there may be undiscovered longer
transcripts of already identified genes, or the intergenic
polymorphisms act through their effects on regulatory
elements in the genome. The latter are at this point
poorly annotated in the cattle genome.
Step I model did not include the full relationship among
all sires

We did not consider the full relationship matrix in
the step I model which is required to avoid false
positive association due to population and family
structure. This was done to reduce the computational
burden. The lambda value (median chi-square values
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from the analysis/medium chi-square value under the
null model) from step I analyses was 1.88 for FTI. This
value is high and could be partly due to non-inclusion of
full relationship matrix. But some inflation is also expected due to highly polygenic nature of the trait and
high LD in cattle especially with sequence variants [30].
However, as the targeted region was reanalyzed with fullmodel and a very stringent genome-wide significant
threshold was fixed, the major QTL we are reporting
here are unlikely to be false positive due to family
structure.

Conclusion
In total 6 QTL for the fertility index trait in Danish Jersey
cattle were detected in a genome-wide scan based on
whole genome sequence data. Screening the 6 QTL regions for the underlying traits for fertility index revealed
which female fertility traits were affected by these QTLs
for fertility index as well as identified potential candidate
genes for these underlying female fertility traits. Overlap
between QTL observed in Holstein and Jersey was very
limited. Little overlap was observed between QTL affecting fertility traits of cows and of heifers.
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